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### Abstract

This research paper explores a sample of written summative feedback which was provided to undergraduate social science based students in 2014-2015. A series of focus groups were facilitated where students evaluated 95 pieces of individual written feedback and discussed their findings. Texts were scored, ranked and used to create mini corpora of high and low ranking feedback. A contrastive analysis examined frequency counts, keyword analyses as well as concordances, collocations and semantic analyses. This analysis was supported by student annotations of their evaluations and thematic coding of the verbal discussions which took place.

This research has been able to outline the characteristics of feedback which students in this sample judged to be effective - specific praise, clarity and completeness, forward orientation, interpersonal positioning and clear and error free text. The contrastive analysis brought the metadiscoursal features strongly into focus, with distinct linguistic patterns emerging in the use of modals, personal pronouns and the mitigation of criticism. Findings confirmed the highly interpersonal nature of academic feedback and students demonstrated particular sensitivity to the tenor of the feedback and the way criticism was incorporated. There were also distinct preferences concerning the length and presentation of text, the quality of praise, and whether it contained a forward orientation.
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### Introduction

'I think it's just use of language really' (focus group).

The aim of this paper is to present the findings of a mixed methods research project which analysed student evaluations of the way feedback comments are written. This paper provides the context and findings necessary to address the research question: what are the features of written feedback that students value? This research was initially conducted at a local level in one Department of a UK Higher Education institution with a lower than average National Student Survey score for 'Assessment and Feedback'. An initial analysis of the qualitative features of a sample of written feedback taken from this Department has been published (Austen, 2016) and developed alongside bespoke CPD work with the aforementioned staff group (Malone & Austen, 2017). Due to the richness of the data, a second phase of data collection and analysis was commissioned to explore student perspectives.

This paper outlines a unique and innovative methodology which was designed to explore student evaluations of written feedback. This methodology moves beyond standard methods which discuss the feedback students would like or prefer, an approach which Winstone et al. (2016) align with the "current service-driven orientation in higher education" (p. 1239). The nuanced approach described...
AUSTEN & MALONE: WHAT STUDENTS’ WANT IN WRITTEN FEEDBACK: PRAISE, CLARITY AND PRECISE INDIVIDUAL COMMENTARY

in this paper sought to explore feedback that students valued, as an implicitly more constructive appraisal. The analysis of these value judgements have been thematically grouped into five key findings: specific praise, clarity and completeness, forward orientation, interpersonal positioning and clear and error free writing, which should be considered holistically in order to enhance feedback practice and feedback literacy.

Research Context
This paper will present an approach that builds on previous studies which used alternative methodologies or targeted samples (Hyland & Hyland, 2001; Hyatt, 2005), and focuses on summative written feedback provided at the end of a module. The emphasis of this paper, furthering the work of others on written feedback (Chanock, 2000; Higgins et al., 2002; Carless, 2006; Orsmond & Merry, 2011; Long, 2014; Dunworth & Sanchez, 2016), is a frequency driven linguistic analysis of free text feedback comments written to undergraduate students. This research does not intend to debate the future of written feedback in Higher Education; it is acknowledged that there is a significant evidence base for using alternative formats, such as audio feedback, or even online, in text annotations (Merry & Orsmond, 2008; Lunt & Curran, 2010; Ball, 2010; Hennessy & Forrester, 2014) which are less formal and champion dialogic or quasi-dialogic functionality. However, the researchers are committed to improving current practices within their host institution, and presently, summative written feedback is still the dominant feedback model.

Therefore, this research continues from the assumption: that ‘good feedback practice is broadly defined ... as anything that might strengthen the students’ capacity to self-regulate their own performance’ (Nicol & MacFarlane-Dick 2006:205). The sample of feedback obtained for this research was provided at a summative point at the end of semester 1; this mid-year point provides a bridge between semester 1 and semester 2 modules, and performs a formative function for the remaining assessments. To this end, Nicol & MacFarlane-Dick’s principles for formative assessment and feedback to support self-regulation have been used to design the primary research instrument for this project.

The aim of the research was to explore feedback that students valued with the primary objective to enhance the feedback literacy of the sampled staff group. Most of the recent commentary on feedback literacy has focused on the deficits of the student and variance in understanding of the role and purpose of assessment and feedback practice. Sutton (2012) suggests that the development of student feedback literacy should address both practical and emotional dimensions, namely how to act upon feedback and an understanding of the social context in which that feedback is situated. This research was premised on the assumption that academic staff also need to develop this knowledge in order to provide effective feedback, described by Xu & Carless (2017) as ‘teacher feedback literacy’.

Methodology
A sample of 95 pieces of written feedback was obtained for this research. This feedback was written for a random sample of modules across four undergraduate social sciences courses. The modules spanned all three years of the courses and included a range of assessment types including essays, reports and presentations (but not exams). Most of the feedback was provided electronically. Austen (2017) qualitatively analysed the contents of this sample of feedback with a student researcher (to secure the authenticity of the findings) and found that the writing exposed a tension ‘between using language to gate keep academic conventions and using language to build on the interpersonal relationships with their students’ (p. 77). However, this analysis did not draw on the perspective of students.
A review of recent publications shows that the student perspective of effective feedback is still being explored using traditional questionnaire and focus group techniques (see Tucker & Tucker, 2017; Small & Atree, 2015). There have been some interesting developments, including Pitt and Norton’s (2016) use of one to one interviews where the student selects and bring one example of good and bad feedback and Winstone et al. (2015) use of laboratory conditions to allow student to actively budget (prioritise) learning (including feedback) ‘luxuries’.

In order to explore the student perspective, this research facilitated five activity based student focus groups during 2016 (Gibbs, 1997). Twenty eight students, who were accessed by convenience from the current cohort of students on the sampled courses, participated in these focus groups. The student participants were asked to read anonymised feedback and evaluate it, using criteria which developed from the literature (Nicol & MacFarlane-Dick, 2006). The students were commenting on feedback written by staff they knew, in a discipline they knew, but the feedback was not their own. This allowed students to remove themselves from the feedback process, and respond less passionately than if they were using feedback they had personally received (Pitt & Norton, 2017). The students were encouraged to annotate their evaluations, and then reflect on the feedback they had read as a group discussion. These discussions were recorded and transcribed.

In line with BERA principles for educational research, consent to participate and to use the data in publications was obtained from each student who participated in the focus groups. The names of staff members (feedback writers) and students (feedback recipients), modules and courses were anonymised prior to the focus groups activity, in addition to the personal details of the focus groups participants.

Table 1. Focus group evaluation criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>I completely agree</th>
<th>I mostly agree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>I mostly disagree</th>
<th>I completely disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The feedback is clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The feedback is thorough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I understand how I got this grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can see how my work compares to an expected standard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know what I am doing well</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know what I need to do to improve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tone is positive and encouraging</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each piece of feedback was evaluated twice during the focus groups (to strengthen the trustworthiness of the process) and an average score was calculated for each. In total, 95 pieces of individual written feedback were evaluated and formed the basis of this data. As each piece of feedback had an average score, it was possible to separate the high scoring feedback (Corpus A)
from the low scoring feedback (Corpus B). A corpus analysis was then conducted to compare the linguistic features of each.

**Analysis**

Scoring and ranking texts enabled us to create mini -corpora (bodies of text) and subject these to frequency driven analysis using Antconc and WMaMatrix software (Antony 2014, Rayson 2009). The contrastive analysis of the high scoring and low scoring feedback included frequency counts, keyword analyses as well as concordances, collocations and semantic analyses. These were then used to identify patterns in each corpus and these were compared to isolate the distinctive linguistic features of text in feedback that was valued by students. As can be seen in the detailed analyses below, frequently the two corpora include the same functional operation, (both bodies of text have the same broad purpose such as offering praise or criticism), however, the difference between them is how this is done, and the quality and precision of the language used to enact the same linguistic function.

The student annotations, either written alongside the evaluation criteria, or on post-it notes, were documented alongside each feedback record. A thematic analysis of the student annotations, in addition to the thematic coding of verbal discussions added an extra layer of analysis to support the findings from the corpus techniques.

**Findings**

The findings have been collated into 5 key categories, each representing a notable rather than significant identified difference between Corpus A and Corpus B, supported by qualitative data.

1. **Specific Praise**

   Students appear sensitive to how praise is positioned and the overall tone of the feedback:

   
   If I had got that back I would have gone 'The tutor hates me. I don’t want to go back’... I would be like ‘well, I’m screwed’
   
   (focus group).

   This quote was from one of the students who reflected on how they would feel if they had received one of the sampled pieces of feedback - there would be a risk to retention and overall progression, and some might argue, overall wellbeing.

   On a few occasions the students discussed feedback as motivating and the importance of receiving praise. Clear comments about what has been done well was needed to highlight which aspect of the work could be repeated in forthcoming assessments. In contrast, the students also talked about feedback as de-motivating. Praise was seen as necessary, even on work that was of a low standard:

   
   you need to point out what was good , rather than just going ‘this is wrong, you need to do this’
   
   (focus group).

   I think it’s nice, obviously, if you have constantly negative comments it’s going to put you down a bit whereas if you have maybe one or two where they say what you’ve done well it kind of makes you feel a bit better about the negative ones
   
   (focus group).
This affective dimension evident in the research findings framed how we began to interpret our analysis. The corpus analysis reinforced the affective response to feedback (remembering that this is evident even when the feedback was not theirs). 'Good' was one of the most frequent words used in the whole sample and appears with similar frequency in both corpora - suggesting that staff understand the need/importance of attributing praise. But, the way 'good' is used is distinct.

Table 2. The use of the word ‘good’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus A</th>
<th>Corpus B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>good introduction</td>
<td>good point(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good summaries overall</td>
<td>good (critical) thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good arguments here</td>
<td>good answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good links to ...</td>
<td>good work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a good clarification of key terms</td>
<td>good conclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good breadth of theory</td>
<td>good, but ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good academic critique</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you started to do this near the end, which was good...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>your recommendations were unusually clear, which is good, but need more discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Corpus A (the feedback which students scored highly) used ‘good’ much more precisely (‘a good clarification of key terms’). This aspect of student preference was also noted in the focus groups:

    so they would be like ‘part A of your assignment was good but this is not good’, or ‘part B is good’, like really specific and broken down, I think that is really helpful

(focus group).

Corpus B’s use of 'good ' was much more vague, and more generic (‘good work, good points’). These statements were also used with higher frequency indicating a reliance on generic bank statements in some of the feedback. The qualitative data suggested that bank statements were interpreted as indicators that the marker 'didn’t care', had not spent the necessary time, or provided the necessary effort, when marking the work.

    Yeah I have actually had that before, somebody checked our feedback and it was exactly the same, they had just copied and pasted it

(focus group).

In addition, in Corpus B, 'good' was immediately modified: "good, but...." followed by either a comma, ‘and’ 'but' or a hyphen and new clause which expands on what was lacking. This means even when the writer identified something positive it was immediately critiqued.

2. Clarity and Completeness
Table 3. Feedback length and composition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Corpus A (top 25 texts)</th>
<th>Corpus B (bottom 25 texts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Word count</td>
<td>4840</td>
<td>2943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average text length</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of text lengths</td>
<td>116-321</td>
<td>0-402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average sentence length</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range sentence length</td>
<td>10-29 words /sentence</td>
<td>0-20 words /sentence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our findings suggest that there is a substantial difference in the size of these corpora (total word count) which could suggest that students simply prefer longer feedback. There is also a moderate positive correlation (0.51) between length of feedback text and overall student evaluation. However, Corpus B had both the longest and shortest texts. The difference on examination is the type of feedback.

The lengthiest feedback included large sections of textual commentary which was dispreferred - seen in Corpus B. Students appeared to prefer feedback that summed up their overall performance:

Too long! Text length 399

(annotation).

Clarity was also discussed in relation to the construction of free text written feedback. One student commented that feedback was often 'too chatty' and as such it was difficult to assess which aspects of the work needed improvement. Another student referred to her feedback as having 'too much fluff', in which length begins to interplay with the affective dimension.

I know obviously they've got to give you some positive comments or whatever, but if they're struggling to find it they should just be like open with it instead of trying to fluff it up

(focus group).

Some comments also revealed how students interpret short texts as indicating a cursory, formulaic, or hasty response, attributing emotion to text length. The evidence also suggests that students have quite firm expectations about the function, purpose and length of feedback. The student annotations and comments made during the focus group discussion indicated that short feedback, or feedback which contained no free text comments, was frequently viewed as ‘rushed’:

Too short, no real feedback given. Wouldn’t be useful to me Text length 66

(abbreviation).

While text counts provide a fairly direct measure of length, 'completeness' might be a more sophisticated measure that addresses student expectations. This may be because if feedback averages sentences of 10 rather than 20 words per sentence then what the feedback offers is quite distinct.

3. Forward Orientation
The qualitative focus group data suggests that students prefer clear feedback comments about what had been done well to highlight which aspect of the work could be repeated in forthcoming assessments. Here we see a relationship develop between praise/achievement and forward orientation.
“[I need to know] how to improve like in future, steps to get better grades ... And obviously what I've done well ... so that can be repeated” (focus group)

Table 4. Key Distinctive Concepts for Corpus A & B based on USAS semantic tagging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus A</th>
<th>Corpus B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>evaluation good</td>
<td>strong obligation and necessity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>improve improved good well fine</td>
<td>needed need should needs in_need_of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>progress progressing looked_ok</td>
<td>supposed have_to ought essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X9.1 Ability &amp; intelligence</td>
<td>X8+ Trying hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluent able ability skill skills</td>
<td>try attempt effort attempts trying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helping</td>
<td>attempted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>help guide support guidance supported</td>
<td>X2.5+ Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supporting encourage advisors enabled</td>
<td>understanding understand interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beneficial boost promote enabling</td>
<td>make_sense overview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A13.3 Degree: Boosters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more very really so increasingly much</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highly particularly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An analysis of the distinctive concepts in each corpus suggests that Corpus A is forward oriented, referring to improvement and progress. In contrast, Corpus B looks back to what the student has failed to demonstrate. It shows how staff, in an attempt at clarity, delineate exactly what was expected and needed in an assignment, but not demonstrated. The backward orientation of this presents as a negative focus on failure. Students evaluate highly feedback with a forward orientation. This is a distinct sensitivity to forward orientation in feedback which softens the criticism, simply by reframing it:

There is NO advice on what the student could do better in the future

(annotation).

4. Interpersonal positioning

Table 5. Frequency of ‘you’ and ‘your’ in both corpora.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus A (top 25 texts)</th>
<th>Corpus B (bottom 25 texts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Freq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Student readers also appear sensitive to the tenor of communication struck in feedback as it is a high stakes text with a narrow topic focus. The research found that, compared to British National Corpus (6 million words), the extremely high keyness scores of ‘you’ and ‘your’ in both corpora reflect the narrow topic focus of feedback. This data also demonstrates a marked use of personal pronouns throughout the sample of written feedback. However, although the focus on the student (‘you’) was being defined by personal pronoun use, the students reflected on the dissonance between the feedback comments and the submitted work during the focus groups. There were repeated calls for feedback to be ‘specific’, in which comments directly address the personal development of their own work. This was contrasted with ‘generic’ commentary, applicable to the whole cohort, which hinders the student readers from seeing themselves and their work in the text:

I want the detail, yeah, that’s personalised to me and not generic to everyone

(focus group).
'I' occurred substantially more in Corpus A (high value) than in B (in raw frequency counts, but not as a keyword) and was often used to soften the impact of a critical comment. The introduction of the self into the text breaks the exclusivity of the focus on the student and make the feedback more balanced (closes the interpersonal distance). This is an important finding when considering that this use of pronouns is one way a more dialogic (or quasi-dialogic) and inclusive tone can established. In addition, according to Biber's (1988) classification, first and second person pronouns indicate a high loading for interactivity, thus Corpus A emerges as much more interactive than Corpus B. The tone of Corpus B is in contrast much more direct and emphatic (modal use and bare verbs)

We conclude that it is difficult to read feedback as neutral or objective commentary. Further, the power relations implicit in this use of language mean it becomes impossible for students not to take this personally. It is interesting to note that, with the prevalence of the 'students as partners' ethos (Healey et al 2014), 'We' did not occur in either corpus. It would be useful to identify feedback from within the sector that positions feedback commentary in this way to assess whether students value this approach.

5. Clear and Error-Free

By undertaking the keyword analysis, almost as a by-product, this approach identifies acronyms, abbreviations and error. There were no instances of error in keyword list of Corpus A (the feedback that students valued highly). In Corpus B errors occurred at a ratio of 15/100 words. In more than one focus group the students suggested that they understood the workload and time pressures on academic staff, however this was not adequate mitigation for poor quality feedback. In addition to the use of bank statements, errors were interpreted as indicators that the marker 'didn’t care' and had not spent the necessary time, or provided the necessary effort, when marking their work. The concept of 'fairness' is relevant:

Also I get that the marker has like a million different essays to mark, so obviously they are not going to be spending 10-15 minutes on each one, but on one of mine it was so obvious that they had rushed because it was just full of spelling mistakes. Like, half of it didn’t even make sense

(focus group).

And the mistakes in the writing, the spelling mistakes, it makes you think like they have just skinned through it and just written it up very quickly so it’s like they’re not giving you a fair grade

(focus group).

The focus group data also suggests that students preferred feedback which was clear. This included the discussion of error alongside the presentation and layout of the feedback.

it needs to be ... presented well, as we have to present to them, because if they are going to complain about little things like double spaces then you have to spell ... correctly

(focus group).

I had feedback once and they just wrote ....question marks...

(focus group).

Interestingly, there was one feedback format which consistently appeared in Corpus A (highly valued feedback). It should be noted that this is an outline for written comments followed a marking matrix.
Table 6. Highly valued feedback template.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Your best work was when:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Provided a critique of the ....</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Showed a detailed knowledge of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To improve, you need to work on:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- More ‘analysis’ related to ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Distinguishing between X and Y in respect of Z.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Show a more detailed and nuanced understanding of.... Use it for an even more powerful critique.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Accurately reference all online sources e.g. place for books and page numbers for articles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Resources recommended to help you improve your work (with hyperlinks where applicable):**

- **Screencast Lectures on ...**

**Remember to discuss this feedback with your Academic Advisor to assist your academic development :-)**

With reference to the key findings of this research, this format positioned praise at the forefront of the feedback, was relatively short including approximately 150 words, and had clear forward orientation in both the detail of improvements and the inclusion of hyperlinks to suggested resources. This format did not eliminate written error, but did present the work in short bullet points rather than formal grammatical structures which could provide more obvious opportunities for error. Finally, as expected, ‘you’ and ‘your’ focused the attention of the feedback on the student. Lower value was occasionally placed on this style of feedback by the student sample, in one example because not all the feedback commentary linked to the overall grade:

I don’t understand the toolkit links as it doesn’t explain what these contribute grade wise! (annotation, focus group).

This template appears to capture some of the key functions of feedback identified in the literature (Nicol & MacFarlane Dick, 2006) and works to standardise this across a group of staff writers. It is also distinctive in that it effectively prompts the staff writer to sum up the feedback and presents the main ‘take-home’ messages succinctly on one page.

**Conclusion**
In conclusion, this research found distinct differences in the language used across the two corpora, and each distinction has been supported by qualitative data from the student sample. The characteristics of highly valued feedback are summarised as:

- Specific praise
- Clarity and completeness
- Forward orientation
- Interpersonal positioning
- Clear and error free text

Findings confirm the highly interpersonal nature of academic feedback and students demonstrated particular sensitivity to the tenor of the feedback and the way criticism was incorporated. There were also distinct preferences concerning the length and presentation of text, the quality of praise, the specificity of the feedback and whether it contained a forward orientation. We infer that the notion of 'discursive orientation' is the key distinctive feature between Corpus A and B and how the agency of the student is reflected in the writing.

As we found in Phase 1 of the research when analysing the complete sample (Austen 2016), the affective dimension to written text and the affective response by the reader is a key consideration in student feedback. This research highlights the affective response of student readers to a text which writers may perceive as objective, structured and criterion-based. This acknowledgement of emotion mirrors the findings of Pitt and Norton (2017), and evidence contained within the reviews of Varlander (2008); Molloy et al. (2013) and Evans (2013). The findings suggest that student sensitivity to the tenor and content of the feedback, rather than the process or speed by which it is disseminated, can play an important role in student satisfaction. Finally, the notion of 'completeness' can be used to bring together the component parts of our findings, rather than focusing on one element with the expectation that this will improve student evaluations of our feedback.

These findings also resonate with the Assessment for Social Justice literature (McArthur, 2016) in that assessments (and feedback practices) should incorporate concepts such as fairness, care, respect, esteem and worth. These principles -manifested within specific praise, clarity and completeness, forward orientation, interpersonal positioning and clear and error free text - can clearly be evidenced in the feedback that students value. These concepts have been found in other research into feedback literacy including the Sutton and Gill (2010) and Xu and Carless (2017) and align with Boud and Molloy's discussion of 'trust' (2013). This paper encourages those providing feedback to students to take action to address these aspects, rather than procedural dimensions of feedback delivery.

The researchers have been providing CPD within the host institution to develop feedback practices and teacher feedback literacy, with a particular interest in using Appreciative Inquiry approaches, developing feedback peer review and supporting staff both personally and in teams to develop practice (Malone & Austen 2017). Recent evaluations of these sessions suggest that academic staff have a greater understanding of how feedback might impact students and have begun to self-monitor their use of language in order to write feedback that demonstrates care, respect and esteem that staff want to signal in the professional collegial relationships with students.

Future research should look to complete the feedback loop by incorporating an analysis of the ways in which highly valued feedback influences student learning. This could be established by introducing follow up data collection after the next phase of student assessments, or by applying the findings of this research and testing the impact on learning through comparable student samples.
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